
 

WDP response to public interest consultation re BBC 

iPlayer. 

 

 

Writers’ Digital Payments Ltd (WDP) is a company owned 

jointly by the PMA (the trade body to which dramatists’ 

agents belong) and the WGGB (the union to which writers 

belong). The PMA and WGGB are also the bodies that 

negotiate with the BBC the basic minimum agreement by 

which writers are commissioned. 

 

WDP negotiates the yearly sum which the BBC will pay to 

writers for exposure of their work via iPlayer, and then 

distributes those monies to the writers in proportion to the 

number of viewings of their work. We are uniquely placed 

to comment on the operation of iPlayer as we are the 

only non-BBC body involved in the management of 

iPlayer, therefore having access to the precise data of 

some 900 million views of scripted drama and comedy 

programmes per year. 

 

Our response to the four questions posed is as follows: 

 

Question 1   

Subject to adequate payment there should be the widest 

possible exposure of writers’ work, and the BBC is uniquely 

positioned to provide that for the benefit of British talent, 

whilst fulfilling its remit to “inform, educate and entertain” 

audiences. 

  

Question 2   

In a world increasingly dominated by the massively 

resourced likes of Netflix and Amazon, the BBC can, and 

should, provide a buffer against American cultural 



imperialism. Removing the 30 day limitation and releasing 

archive material can only enhance the profile of 

indigenous productions and talent, and provide a better 

service to audiences. 

  

Question 3 

When iPlayer was first introduced there were concerns 

that it would distort the market and undermine fair and 

effective competition because it would make it difficult 

for commercial operators to charge effectively for their 

catch up services. The original 7 day limit was therefore a 

gesture to commercial concerns, which at the time 

feared iPlayer would damage the market for repeats 

(valuable to writers and other talent) and DVD sales, quite 

apart from other broadcasters. Enhanced availability may 

well be the last nail in the coffin of the DVD market, but if 

those receiving royalties from DVD sales are adequately 

rewarded for box set exploitation via iPlayer there would 

be no damage done. 

However the market is now driven by big SVOD suppliers, 

so whilst making an extensive library free would appear to 

undermine competition, it is unlikely to have a significant 

negative impact. In fact the concerns about competition 

in 2007 have been reversed, and it is now the BBC who 

seem to be disadvantaged by the slope in the playing 

field. 

  

Question 4 

As the competition is today perceived to be the 

international SVOD operators, and not other national 

broadcasters, why should the BBC not charge a 

subscription for the wider availability of its programmes? It 

could be argued that the subscription is already paid in 

the form of the licence fee, but that buys a lot more than 

what is provided by the SVOD operators. If DVD was 



exploited by the BBC as a commercial exercise to the 

public why cannot SVOD be also? To do so would be a 

contribution to financing new production, which might 

help replace monies that were often invested in 

programme making in return for video rights. 

It might be thought difficult now to reverse the decision of 

2007 and charge for catch up in a subscription, so that 

some limit would have to be imposed distinguishing 

between free catch up and archive material for which 

the subscription was being paid. However in today’s 

market where, on an increasing trajectory, over 40% of UK 

households use SVOD services, it is unlikely that a BBC 

SVOD service that comprised the added value of catch 

up would long trouble the public.  

Although the provision of a free VOD service may not in 

reality undermine fair and effective competition, the 

provision of an SVOD service similar to the competition 

would obviate any criticisms in that area. 

  
 


